Abstract-In this paper, the required measurement time to measure a transfer function with a specified accuracy is analyzed. The waiting time that is needed to balance the transient induced errors against the noise errors is calculated. This allows one to decide under what conditions broad-band measurements are faster than stepped sine measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
A VERY common method used in measuring transfer functions up to the end of the 1960's was the combination of a slowly swept sine with a tracking filter. Since the development of advanced digital signal-processing algorithms, and especially since the efficient implementation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with the fast Fourier transform (FFT), it has become possible to use more complex input signals. Instead of exciting the unknown system one frequency at a time, sophisticated waveforms with a broad-band spectrum are generated, enabling collection of all the required spectral information from a single measurement using a digital-to-analog converter. In order to get measurements with a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the crest factor (ratio of the peak value over the effective value) of these signals is minimized [4] , [6] - [8] . This allows one to maximize the injected power. This paper analyzes the case when broad-band measurements are more time effective than stepped sine measurements. For this purpose, the measurement time of a stepped sine experiment (consisting of a series of single sine measurements at the desired frequencies) is compared to the measurement time with a broad-band excitation having the same time factor (see [6] ). In general, the measurement time is set by three dominating factors:
1) the required frequency resolution (proportional to the inverse measurement time); 2) the SNR (how many averages are needed to reduce the noise to acceptable levels); 3) the waiting time at each change of the excitation (so that transient effects disappear). The conclusions will strongly depend on the SNR of the measurements. For that reason, two extreme situations are considered, assuming a very good SNR the first time and a very poor Manuscript received May 26, 1999; revised November 22, 1999. This work was supported by FWO-Vlaanderen, by the Flemish community under Concerted Action IMMI, and by the Belgian government under IUAP-4/2.
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SNR the second time. Finally, the intermediate situation is analyzed. The results are illustrated on simulations and experiments.
II. THEORY
Consider the linear dynamic system G between the input u(t) and the output y(t). The aim of this paper is to measure the nonparametric frequency response function (FRF) of this system. An FRF consists of transfer function measurements G(! k ) at a discrete set frequencies ! k ; k = 1; 111; N. Standard methods exist to obtain an estimateĜ(k) of G(! k ) starting from the measured input and output [1] - [3] . In general, the standard deviation onĜ(k) due to the disturbing noise is given by
where M is the number of averages; S UU ; S YY are the autopower spectrum of input and output, respectively; S YU is the cross-spectrum; 2 U ; 2 Y are the noise variance on input and output, respectively; and 2 YU is the noise covariance. It is clear that the measurement time is proportional to the number of averages, and enough averages should be made to push the uncertainty below the required value.
On the other hand, it is necessary to wait T w each time the excitation signal is changed, so that the transients can decrease below the noise level. The major contribution is to give simple expressions for this waiting time.
The minimum measurement time to get a specified accuracy is calculated for stepped sine and broad-band measurements for different SNR levels.
A. Very Good SNR
For the stepped sine, the measurement time is determined by two elements. At least one period of the sine should be measured, and after each frequency step, a waiting time T w (k) should be included, allowing the system to stabilize. The latter is needed to eliminate the transients (of the plant and the measurement system). For highly damped systems, these transients are short, but they are very long for lightly damped systems, as they appear, for example, in many mechanical applications. For simplicity, we assume that T w (k) is a frequency-independent constant. Under these conditions, the total measurement time equals
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for the broad-band measurement, where 1f is the frequency resolution. If f k = kf 0 , these expressions become T ss = (1=f 0 ) P F k=1 (1=k) + F T w (1=f 0 )(0:58 + ln F ) + F T w and T bs = (1=f 0 ) + T w . The waiting time is in this case determined by the accepted relative quality " of the FRF measurement. In the Appendix, it is shown that T w = 2 ln " 2 2T meas (4) with the dominating time constant of the system in the considered frequency band, T meas the length of the time record, and 1/" the relative error. For example, for T meas = 10s, = 1s, and a relative error of 1% (" = 100), the waiting time becomes at least 3 s for each measurement.
This shows that a significant gain in measurement time is obtained using the broad-band excitation, especially when it is realized that with a finite set of sample frequencies, it is often necessary to measure l (> 1) periods to avoid leakage: (l=f 0 = N T s ).
B. Very Poor SNR
Due to the poor SNR, the measurement time needed to get an acceptable uncertainty on the measurements dominates completely compared with the waiting time T w . A broad-band signal distributes the power over F frequencies. Hence it should be applied F times longer than for a single sine measurement in order to get the same SNR, so that eventually the total measurement time is the same.
C. Intermediate Situation: Balancing the Transient Errors Versus Noise Errors
In general, the user faces a mixed situation with measurements of medium quality (for example, an SNR of 40 dB). In that case, (5) (see the Appendix) gives a rough idea to estimate the required waiting time so that the noise errors equal the transient errors T w = 2 ln SNR 2T meas (5) with SNR the signal-to-noise ratio expressed as the ratio of the powers. For example, for T meas = 10 s; = 1 s and SNR of 40 dB (SNR = 1 2 10 4 ), the waiting time becomes at least 3 s for each measurement.
III. SIMULATIONS
A series of simulations is made to check the validity of (4) and (5). For simplicity, the simulations are done on a discrete time system, but it should be clear that they are also valid for continuous time systems. The simulated system was a fourthorder low-pass Chebyshev filter with a ripple of 10 dB and cutoff frequency of 0.25 Hz (fs = 1 Hz) 0:0166 + 0:0664z 01 + 0:0997z 02 + 0:0664z 03 + 0:0166z 04 1 0 1:444z 01 + 1:891z 02 0 1:325z 03 + 0:717z 04 :
The time constants of this system are 29.6 and 7.6 s.
The system was excited with a stepped sine at the frequencies ([1 : 42]/128)fs, and the length of each data block was 128/fs + T w . In the first simulation, the phases were chosen randomly, creating discontinuities at the frequency changes. In the second simulation, the phases were chosen such that a continuous excitation signal was created.
A. Transient Error as a Function of the Waiting Time
In the first simulation, the waiting time was set to 7, 30, and 120 s. The corresponding errors (") are calculated with (4) for the frequency band corresponding to the first and second resonance frequency using the first and second time constant and given in Table I . Next, the simulation with the random phase excitation was repeated ten times, and the rms value of the errors as a function of the frequency are calculated and plotted in Fig. 1 . As can be seen, there is a good agreement between the predicted error levels and the actual obtained error levels. Note that for T w = 120 s, the total measurement time is already more than 40 times larger than with a broad-band multisine.
B. Transient Error for Continuous and Discontinuous Stepped Sine Excitation
The aim of this simulation is to show the impact of using a continuous or discontinuous stepped sine excitation. For loworder systems, this can make a large difference [5] ; however, for high-order systems, the initial conditions depend mainly on the higher order derivatives, and it is impossible to keep all these derivatives continuous at a frequency change.
In this test, the previous simulation is repeated for a waiting time of 60 s, and the results are shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, it can be seen that at higher frequencies (where the derivatives dominate), the difference between both error levels becomes small, so that the proposed expressions can be actually used as a rule of thumb to give an indication of the required waiting time, independent of the selected generation option of the stepped sine.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The theory is experimentally verified on a bandpass filter (see Fig. 3 ). The system is excited with an excitation consisting of a concatenated set of sines, covering the frequencies kf 0 ; k = 1; 111; 46; f 0 = 19:0735 Hz. The sampling frequency is 128f 0 . Each frequency is generated in 228 sampling points, e.g., the frequency f k is generated in the interval [(228(k 0 1) + 1)T s ; 228kT s ] = [t start;k ; t start; k+ 1]. To process the measurements, data blocks of 128 points are taken from these 228 points with an offset T w , e.g., to process frequency f k , the interval [t start;k + T w ; t start;k + T w + 127T s ] is used.
Two different experiments are set up. In the first one (random phase), the phase of the successive components is randomly changed between 0 and 2 so that discontinuities appear. In the second one (continuous phase), the phases of the components are chosen to get a continuous excitation signal.
The 95 samples delay result is used as the reference. The errors are shown in Fig. 3 for different waiting times. In Table II , the maximum errors are compared to the error level predicted on the basis of (4). As can be seen, there is a good prediction of the level of the errors for the random phase. The continuous phase gives a significant error reduction on this example. In general, this will strongly depend on the actual device.
This experimental confirmation of the error levels justifies the use of (4) and (5) in the quantitative comparison of the stepped sine and the multisine.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the FRF measurement time using stepped sines and broad-band excitations is compared. From this analysis, it turns out that in general, the broad-band excitation requires significant less time. Only if the SNR ratio is very poor do both methods require approximately the same measurement time.
An expression is given to calculate the minimum waiting time so that the transient errors equal the noise errors (or drop below a specified level). This algorithm can also be used to check in critical cases what choice is optimal (depending on the number of frequencies, dominating time constants, and SNR of the measurements).
APPENDIX ESTIMATION OF THE WAITING TIME
Consider a unit first-order system with transfer function 1/(1+j! ) and impulse response e 0t= . The energy in the impulse response from T w until 1 is E = ( =2)e 02Tw=
(note that for a second-order system, the energy would be ( =4)e 02Tw= due to the oscillative behavior).
Assumption 1:
The energy that remains in the transient after the measurement interval (t > T w + T meas ) is negligible. Using Assumption 1, the averaged power of the transient signal in the measurement interval is P = ( =2T meas )e 02Tw= .
Assumption 2:
The amplitude spectrum of the transient response is proportional to the transfer function. From Assumption 2 and after scaling for the actual input power instead of using the unit power of a Dirac impulse, the power spectrum of the impulse response becomes P (!) = 2T meas jG(!)U (!)j 2 e 02(Tw=) :
T w is chosen so that the transient power equals the noise power Note the following.
• For very low noise levels, the user can replace SNR by " 2 , the desired relative accuracy (inverse of the relative error) squared.
• For systems with well-separated poles, (8) can be applied to each frequency band, selecting each time the dominating time constant in that band.
